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ABSTRACT'
Learning to swim and learning a foreign language are

analagous activitieso in that both are skills learned for different
reasons, Few foreign languagestudents-sill attain neax-native
fluency ;* -nor sill many of the: becoie iiterpraters of teachers.
Foreign language teachers mast therefore revise priorities,-
restructire courses, adjuit methods, and establish realistic goals.
There are indirect routes 'to the goal of appreciatfig'a foreign
culture. One sight take the students on animaginary year-long trip*
in the foreigntountry and in areas of the world share the language
is spoken, By organizing 'a ki. learning activities around this theme,
students paktitipate in an contribute to the total learning
experience. The vocabulary,, grammar and structures they use mill be
examples of real language. Textbooks become quids books, and only
truly' useful portions of" them are used.' Games, conversation-

activfties visits with native speakers,' well - chosen readings -- all
of.these activities contribute to-the student's prances. in
integrating the .four skills. They also take account of affective
behavioral objectives lind will lead to improved attitudes. A .
Prudential Commission on l'oreign Language and area Studies is
projected; its area of -concern reinforce the position taken in this
article. (ASH)
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LET'S GET THE. SWIM OF THINGS

In a recent article I read, I ran across a quotation Oat beganto gnaw at 'tie: 'There are millions of people
learning ladguages not studying`thesn, and mtllions of people studying languages not learning them."1 In our
case, as language teachers, we might interpret "people" as "students." Even more importantly, we might- -
n0, not mightought to ask ourselves into which category our students fall: are they learning a language or
simply studying it?

I am compelled to say, ,unfortunateLy, t hat the great majority of our students are nothing more than warm
bodies .occupyinAseats in our classrooms, vainly struggling to keep their heads above water, frantically
treading materwitile trying to give the-appearance of swimming, solely to satisfy the coach--you, the teacher.

We "coaches" are expecting our students to swim in the Olympics before
) they can comfortably stay afloat by

1-1 relaxing in an environment which is foreign to them. Learning-a foreign language is a skill just as is swim-
ming, and a skill is not instantly acquired but is developed over a prolonged period of learning, understand-

iii tak learning
not
ing and continued We must proceed by minimal steps in order to develop a leaing situationInd
ot overwhelm our fu re Olympians with a wealth of technical data before they even know what they are there

for.
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A potencial swimmer is not going to learn to swim because viant him to; he her to be convinced of the
value of needing to learn to swim,, If he can understand theVilue of swimrhing--be it to become an Olympian,
solely for pleasure or as a useful/lifesaving skill--he will be a more receptive subject. He Might not be an
eager student; he might even be rebellious at the outset. Yet we coaches must realize that all swimmers do
not want to be Olympians. Some of us are told we must learn to swim, some of us want to,lbarn.to swim, and
35-in-FR-us have a natural talent for it.

,Swimming has its fewards. It also involves a lot of drudgery, repetition and practice. We often reach pla-
teaux where we seem not to progress, but with persistence we continue to sharpen and de%elop our skills.

Swimming involves our whole body. Language is not words alone, but gestures, tone of voice, intonation,
emotions and a limitless catalogue of unidentifiables tthich make a language unique. The main difference be-
tween swimming and foreign language learning is that stvirnminge is a solitary activity while language is com-
munication. Swimming can be competitive, but so can language. A debate, discussion or haggling in the
marketplace is verbal competition. Swirhming can ve your life. Language can find you food, help, a place
to stay. Swimming can be fun. Language can h you make new friends, go on dates, understand a book, a
movie, a TV program. You mighi not swi pleasure all year round, but if you find yourself accidentally
in a Situation where you need the skill, -it is there. We constantly tell our students "You'll never know when
you'll need your foreign language"- -which is quite truelfat we frequently use this as a reason for learning
another language. More than likely, it is a convenient excuse since we have never really sat down and
thought of the justification for studying a foreign language. The coMmunicaqve akill will be there if we acci-,
dentally find ourselves in a situation where we might need it.

Many people think that the only benefit to be gained from swimming is that of getting a job as.a lifeguard.
Manythink that the only career in which a foreign language can be or benefit is teaching. Not all swimmers
are lifeguards, and not all former foreign langiage students are teachers.

Let us now put our lockerroom pep talk in perspectiv:. We, as foreign language teachers, need to examine
ourselves--our objectives, our expectations and ou philosophies. Ourysk is not to turn out a glut of
teachers and interpreters. Nor is our task to con en all students intz bilinguals or even people with what
we cryptically call "near-native fluency."

It is often quite unnerving to face reality, but e are all aware of the plight of
United States. High school enrollments art rapping, courses of study are
colleges are dropping foreign language ent nce and/or~ graduation requireme

reign language study in the
g phased out of the schools,
, faculty members are finding

1. David Sartego, letter published in FRENCH REVIEW, LI, 1, October 1977, p. 77.
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theniselves out of a job. Reality tells us that foreign language Study is the only purely elective oourse in a

high school curriculum. Just how, then, dq we get students to enroll in our classes?

-

'
, .

Therg.is only one answer ADVERTISE. I 'am not talking only about recruiting campaigns to swell the ranks.

of our army of foreign language students by attractffig them with catchy phiasA and cute posters and bumper

stickers. We can start witourielves. We know that students will study what is interesting and what is

relevant. -Relevance' is a currently overused and Overrated term, but relevance is precisely what we need.

We have so uch to offer our students and have taken sodittle advantage of it. We rely on bid dicta to con

vince our students of the value of foreign language study- 'You'll never know when you'll need itl, or "Sup-

pose one of your main sources for -your research paper were in French... !" Let us not underestimate our

value. As Gilbert Jarvis states in the title-of an article in ACCENT ON AcTFL (May, 1975), -We think we

are EVENING IN PARIS, but were really CHANEL.

On the other hand, let us not continue to live in our highly unrealistic utopian reamworld of objectives of

"near-native" proficiency and expectations of an entire class of enthusiastic ( dering on zealous) fluent

speakers of any language. _

We cannot make ClIANEL out of EVENING IN PARIS, nor Cir.; we continue to try t6 disguise EVENING IN

P6RIS as CHANEL. They are two entirely different entities. r

Pr;orittes must-be established, no we want our students tio //rite impeccably, to read great masterpieces of

foreign' literature Ire the origthal", to be able to listen to a conversation, a brOadca,st or a movie and under-

stand all, or to speak acceptably and understandably, to read a guidebook and signs and newspapers'; Ideally,

a four1;101s drillseoa would be 'evel), but how many students can exce i'n all foie sk 11 areas plus meet the

ill .e.tmed, nation-wide ODt1:1_zives of 'appreciating a foreign culture"?

Communicationin tne fullesesense of-she term- -is one of the most inisprtant goals

of foreign language learning. Yet in too many foreign language classes oorrapunica-

tion has been neglected. One observes listenirtg, speaking, reading, and writing be-

havior- -all ,with litt1L>e'ommunication. .One of the principle reasons fof this lack of

communication has n the nature of textbook materialsail too often page after
page of grammatical exercises or pattern drills. 2

Lookingtethiectwely at ioday's students, we need to *revamp our thinking. We might even echo thJ chroitic

student complaint- --But...I rr never going to have to write Spanish' This, indeed, may be true. --If most

students have their . neither N.0 T they speak, willfully listen to or read it, simply because se have

'turne.d them off.

All right, coaches, what is our strategy'

The time is ripe to turn.ous students on tceforeign language learning. BtieWE must make the first step. For

too long a time student complaints and suggestions have fallen on deaf ears. We assure them that we know i-

what will be beneficial for them. But do we We know what was good for us, but we are teachers. Most of

our §tudents will not be foreign -language teachers. Nor will many of them be foreign language majors. So.

let ifs stop training our neophyte charges as if all were going to be future Olympic gold medal winners. To

quote Sandra Savignon, ' .
,

/ .

,.

...Throughout m!, own professional prepdranon, I was always concerned with accuracy

and propriety._ And I hope to instill the same respect for the French language in my

students. 3

Quite obviously (and hopefully), I am not advOcating a total restructuring of our courses to suit student whims

and fancies, or even wipt they consider -relevant". We, of cour,se,- are the teachers. We'were hired for

our empertise, and we, in fact, do know what wyll be beneficial for our students.

The objective I mentioned earlier- -"appreciating a foreign culture" -is precisely what we want to teach our

students. Near-native fluency is exactly what we would to attain. BuVhow realistic are these goals when

we tiavc our students in class for`only one or two years' just 'what do we mean by "near- native fluency"'

flow can you measure the degree of appreciation your students have gaped? -

2. Gilbert Jarvis et al., CONNAITRE ET SE CONNAJTU, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1976, p. vii.

3 >Sandra Savigno11,'Teaching for Communication-, AATF NATIONAL BULLETIN, Vol. 2, no. 2, November

1976, p. 2. -88 -. 3.
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Get us at least listen to our students. lAte ask them what they weild hope or like to learn in our classei,
the hue and cry is Conversation, and not,"How to'appteciate a foreign country, its people and its great and
tic works. " NW do they clamor for "near-native fluency."

Students learning to read Frencti want to receive messages or infomation ;hat ultra
to them. Students learning to Speak or write French want t' send messages That m
tTffirrii. 4

They are more than willing to inform us that they do not want to learn grammar, which
as "junk", "stuff:, and odier'denigrating terms.. Haveyeu not noticed the barrier of
minds whose eyes begin to glaze over when the ominous word -grammar" is mentio
not converse and communicate without grammar.

5

-fondly referred to
"ed, unreceptive --,

Yet, you simply cart-
,;

We they fervently cling to our goals but we simply must realize that there are ethods- which, while aimed 40,
directly at thesegoals, will never lead our students that far, because

but
j forget to "stop and smell the

roses" alodg the way. There are other routes' which are not as direct but id, will expese die-students to
many more appealing aspects of the trip. In the long run, the sqidents selves will be able to say con-
vincingly that they have lean* exactly what we have wanted all along.

why go directly to Paris and hide-our students in the Bibliothaque
the people, find our way around (even haltingly so), read the new
week or so. Near the end of the trip we can go back to Paris w

NOCation and not be typical tourists. . 3

tionale? Let us go to the provinces, meet
a ana guidebooks, visit Paris for a

greater degree of knowledge and sophis-

We have the opportunity tq teach cultural awarenepsand,cOss-cultural understanding at every stage in our
claisroorris, By taking your students on an imafinaixigs7r- long trip to France, you ,offer a cent*al direction

r vocabulary.all activities from grammar to vocabula St can go throiigh customs, ride a taxi, the metro, a .

and a train. They can visit all of the typical tauror attractions. They can check into a hOtel, "Wrimeal,
go to the thes,ter. They can celebrate holidays and birthdays. They can visit in a French home, meet the
family, and go on a picnic. The students become iyiVoNed; they participate in and-contribute to the total
learning experience. Thl yocabufary they learn will be practical. The grammar Snd structures`they use will
be examples of "real language.

4-

But Ipt us not be too restricted in our cultural' study. , We are guilty of leading students to'believe that French
is spoken.onlv in France, Spanish only in Mexico and Spain. Students can prepare projects on other areas of
the world where the target language is spoken, and they will become aware of the cosmopolitanism of their
language. You might prepare mini' -units on several other Frencir'or Spanish-speaking countries yourself. -

Did you know,: for instance, that the United States is the fourth largest Spanish-speaking country in the world'
161.

Our textbaiks should be our guidebooks, but only we kndw what we want to see and do. So"choohe a good
guidebook, and use,those portions which you need.

For so long we havekeld to the faulty belief that the textbook is holy writ. According to the "gospel accord-
.

ing to Harbourt Brace Jovanovich", we have felt that.tve had to finish our leVel one text in level one. In our
normal classroom situation, when A majority of students lave 'mastered" a certain grammar point, we mot e
on, dragging the slower- learning student into a new quagmire of grammar before he has successfully extr
cated himself from the prededig one. Even mo . use our *a-
eon plan says we are supposed to move on. A lesson plan, although necessary, is not a papal (or in this case,

.

a professorial) bull. It, like the textbook, is a guide. .Textbooks or long-ttinge legson plans cannot and must
not establish our classroom speed- -or approapof presentation of subject matter. we must feel our stu-
dents out- -their capacity for learning, their prior language experience, their interests, their desires.

We are simply trying to-do too-much within the frame of a given.constam ever which we have -no control -,

time. Let.us stop-kidding ourselves' ,Of course we cannot teach the past-or imperfect subjunctive by the end
of the second year; and if we do, i,e are doing nothing more than "doing" the grammar, but we have neglected
something else. &class that is totally grammar-oriented is quite deadly. We produce students who think
that Fttnicti is nothing but verbs and'exceptions to rules., Just as "a spoonful of sugar makes the medicine go
sown Dyable activities make grammar much more palatable. Playing "Jeopardy', while overtlyrfun, tests
not onipsheformation of inter_rogative structures, but includes listening comprehension, vocabulary and
genet* etdtural information., Students who play musical instrumentsespecially guitarscan help immense- ,

__ly In teachingbath folk- and popular songs, which themselves can illuistrate specific -grammar points if they

4. Jerrie, p..viii.
4



are wen-chosen.

Instead of accepting arlextbook as sacrosanct, we should be more selective in'the choice of texts and more
.ciiiring in adaptillg a given text to fit our own particular situation. (As a rule`of thumb, it is highly practical
to:eqpect to use two books over a period ct three years.) .'
Given the text--or more basicallyin spite of the tat, our first priority;should be to ask ourselves: "What'
am I trying to do, and what do I want to do?" This basic objective supersedes all otnets in ordering our
courses. If we want our student's to speak the language, speak it, do not talk about it.

I.

- As most experienced teachers will acknowledge, it is one thing to about a language
--verb forms, vocabulary items, basic grammatical patterns, andria77-7and quitP
ahother ,to know how to use it effectively in a conversational exchange with a native

; speaker. 5
.

We as, teachers must realize that after a very limited course ofestudy, our students' conversational ability
will indeed be basic and not flawleat. Vocabularies will belimited. Their working kitowledge of grammar
will be rudimentary at best. What is more rewarding, though, than seeing a student develop the skill to cam-
mifilicate in another language' 4k.

Why not invite a nativ e speaker from your area to visit your class, spealpnothing but his native language and
have students' interview him on a variety of topics? When the s,padentfinds out that even his first- or second-
year language can actually elicit reactions and'responses from a native speaker, he will have reached-a mile-.
stone in hia linguage-learningexpenence.. This is an authentic experience.

Student attitude (a lc$ng overlooked aspect of teaching.) improves because the student develops confidence in
his ability to communicate comfortably and comprehensibly. We must cease to be so "overlyeoncerned with
completeness or the mot juste. (...) It is What they say that counts, not hdw they say it. "°

/
This is indeed a bitter pill for us to swallow, but am in no way sayingthat we must allow faulty gtammar to
go unchecked. But what is more importantthe message or the code? Only by establi;hing otir priorities
and objectives from thaNeutse.t can we put ail aspects of our classroom task in perspective. Continual cor-
rection of every utterediZrror does not lead to improvement, but to intimidation, embarrassment arid eventu-
al silence. We must learn to be interested by4tanders and moderatois in conversation sessions with our
students, not leaders and correctors. I
Most of our students will never go to France or to Spain or to Mexico. They may, in fact, never have to
speak French or Spanish again. I lovever, they must realize that French does exist outside the covers of.
'their textbook and that French is not only spoken on tape. Speaking is an active, productive skill. Rv its.very
nature it must involve at least one other person. But not everyorie wants to learn to speak a foreign language
Quite frequently. students. who at'e ,,,hesitant to speak up in our language classrooms 'are hesitant to speak up
even in Enghsh Yet these tame s!udicnts may be avid readers

For So long we have used readers as nothing more than vehicles for grammar and for simple questions such
as "What happens next'" We have chosen readers containing extracts from classical works or adulterated re-'
workings of masterpieces of foreign language literature. Who has not felt' the frustration of teaching very

---ireerne-rous rfeedmgs which turn into sheer exercises \ri boredom because students have spent their entire
preparation in the glossary at the end of the took" They have not read-the ateriai.

Our fii.st task is to teach them how to read a foreign' language through rec ion of word families, contex-
tual and-grammatical clues, not how to translate the book into "good English. should be interested from
the very outset with comprehension of the story and not with mernorizationof facts. Re selective. There is
absolutely no harsh in beginning to teach the reading skill with contemporary materials. As a matter of fact,

- students are more likely to.enjoy and understand current,' non- philosophical writings. -

Plays offer a wealth of possibilities. They portray real conversation. They can be acted out by having stu-
dents learn-the various parts. With the written text out of the way, pronunciation will improve, and gestures
can become an integral part of speaking. Videotaping the playact by act or scene by sceneuntil the entire
play is recorded otters an excellent sourcesof material that can be shared with other teachers or even other
schools. As the reading skill develops, we can move to more substantial and substantive readings. Conur-

5. p. I.
Savignon,-p. 2.



rantlY. Is Tbe stem's ability m Mimes himself orally is developing, his'abIlityto eitpress his thoughts on
more abstract aiiiics should improve. .

..
'T .

What I am &inns essentially is that we must sequence all of our materials so that Progress Is made through
minimal steps \with learning at each step rattier than overwhelming our students with premature quantum

. leaps into material which does not correlate with their degree of Eiphistieation in second language learning.

We must also beware of bandwagons and fedi. As Nelson Brooks says "Bandwagons ar not for jumping on."
If, in fact, we do jump on them, keep one foot on the ground. We are all guilty of finding new technique
for teaching or some new device which is touted to be the answer to all of our pioblems. And we fall for it
100%! We all got language laboratories and herded our students into a pristine, sterile environment

, no way simulated realityneither what we heard, how we heird it or where we heard it. Stud Talons .

were channelled toward machines. The new catch-phrase then was "audio-lingual."

What about its success? Where are our NDEA.;financed laboratories now'? In closets. We rnidsirected our
attention and our methods. Suiewe produced speakers: speakers who cotfld neither read nor write..

.About.,20 years later (in 1977), we still advoCate audio lingual teachingcbupled with reading and wririag. In
other words, we now advocate a four-skills approach including our Mew popular area; Culture. .

But, realizing that we cannot put the same shoe on every foot, we began to emphasize the individualdiffer-
ences. atnong students, and otisr next bandwagon rolled by individualized instruction. Not all of us leapt on
this bandwagon. We had neither the time nor the expemse to individualize all of our material. I might add,
some of us did not have the desire to individualize our courses. The simple logistics of record-keeping,
division of time and the endless creation of LAP' s have brought us out of this new dieamworkl.

---.-

All of these innovations Se not innovations at all. We have always-been aware of individual differences
among students. We hale always known that languages were both written and spoken, but we.did nothing in
our classrooms to implement what we were aware of. We were guided instead by new textbooks and new
methods. To a degree, we are still being led rater than leadint

It is time to innovate. Before we begin- -a word of caution. Establish your objectives. Be firmly convinced,
of what you want to do, what you want your students to be able to do. Your objectives must be totally within
the realm of attainable possibility. Your students must knoll/ what is expected of them. The objectives you
set for your -students must be measurable, since evaluation isnecessary. Appreciation is not measurable.
but the steps leading to appreciation can be very easily measured, The end result resides solely within the
mind of the student; you' and only you can provide the means.

. .
Espjcially do notoverlOok objectives for the affective behavior of your students. If you insist on telling them
that learning a second language is fun, make it fun. Here again, keep things in focus. Class time issnot only
game time,, but games can make language learning enjoyable. There is nothing wrong with "Bingo" to teach
numbers or with playing "Mille bornes", but too much of any activity which is fun makes that same activity
lose its perspective and become nothing more than a method to kill time.

Periodically, verify 'chat you are teaching and not by resorting to English or by piing a test. Make the stu-
'dents demonstrate the degree of learning by performing some activity. Why not begin a foreign language
literary irligazine-contakning poems and stories written by your students? ;Why not have them write a skit and
present it to the class' Or give a repoit/ or interview a native speaker,/ The possibilities are limitless,

t' mind.and best cif all, they are not formal evaluative tests, at least in the s

"All of us work best and stay longest in activities which give us a s
feel that they citti actually do something productive and meaningful
prove, and along with improved attitudes comes imptovedperfo
their foreign language experience are your best recruiters and

'se of accomplishment. "7 Students must
the foreIgn language. Attitudes will im:

ance. Students who sense a true value from
ertisements for your classes.

Yet, this sense of acCcenplishmem is of utmost importance us teachers also. Instead of exasperating our-
selves because a student s pronunciation is nowhere near ive (except native American), hc:causehis gram-
mar has onlya vague resemblance to that of the target la uage, and because his vocabuliry is remarkably
American with Spanish articles and an -a or -o tacked o to the end of each word, let us reassess just what
we expect from them.

7. Savtgnon, p. 3.



We must 'be willing to change. We must face the facts. Students must now perform, beceine active and in- ---

.*olved. Today's students no longer blindly accept directives withOut justification. The era of the passive
foreign language learner has taken its toll in decreased enrollmentwand in dropped foreign language require-
meats. They must be firmly convinced that what they are doing hibs value and we must exprewour cxmvic-
tiops them.

The attitude qf a foreign-language department toward expetinientation determines to a
large extent whetheis the implementation of a performance curriculum will- result in -

success or failure.

Preskient Carter is firmly convinced of the valut of foreign language study, since he plans to establish a'
PiesidentialCommission on Foreign Language and Area Studies. Some of the areas of concern of such a

'Committee will be -

I. To examine the quantity and quality of foreign language, education'as it relateili to -;
the study of other cultures so that appropriate measures may be taken to strength-
en such programs;

2. To attempt to relate foreign language study to the economic and security needs of
the United States;

.
3. To explore the question of how to encourtge tI)e hiring of people with foreign lang-

uage skills:, and .

. ,
, - i. . ,

d4. To investigate how to reward, in practical ways, the of language
skills among the American people, e.g., grant,Ing outfits on a Civil Service exam-
ination to persons with second language skills../

We at the college and university level have no set expectations o students that enter our programs. Many of
our new students place in intermediate level language classes by virtue of what they learned in high school.
Many students are exempted from lower-level proficiency courseby dint of their knowledge gained inhigti
sc 1. C,onversely, many students place at the beginning leveleither willfully, looking fOr -an eadp-grade ,

or use they did not adequately learn the materiel taught in the different levels in high school.
. -

What we especially like to see is students who realize .the valtisofwhat they are doinand'understdnd wily
they are doing it. in spite of the fact that they are enrolled in required courses. Their enthusiasm and inter-
est can lie contagious and then become an asset for us.

-
All rig*, coaches. There is our strategy. It is up to you to develop and implement the game plan. Let us
give our students a performance-oriented, meaningful experience in our classes. Positive learning experi-
ences are the answer.

--Robert M. Terry, University of Richmohd
.

Please rest assured from the o
The paradise I speak of is quite diffe
amongst men and women here on earth: It

-as well as an appreceation of,foreign cultures

TIIE ROAD TO PARADISE?'

!have no
. I speak o

belief that

lit insight into any particular

A sentence I read about six month
sentence: -Hell is a plat
Chinese; the hus

lead to paradise.
ssibility lrf h- -understanding

nglish included ---
in this regard.

IP

agaz is still danci my head. Here is the
Englishman; the car -mechanic, an A the policeman,
erican.- But thiaobservittion is sO negate why look at

culture and e negativuoint view' It takes so very little to turn The whole thing rid so

that e es positive. F xample, why speak of hell? 'Why not speak oi-paradisC, ('Paradise

is' place where the cook is a Fr man; the mechanic, a German; the policeman, an EngIfeihria_an. the

over, an

8. Rebecca M. Valette and Renee S. Ipisick, 'MODERN IANGUAGE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND INDI-

VIDUALIZATION; New York: liaraou'rt Brace jovanovich, Inc. , 1972, p. 85.
9. Letter from C. Edward Scebold. Executive Director, 'ACTFL, 17 October 1977.
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